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Mr. Israel Lupa, is the General Manager of Elta's Land & Naval
Radars and Systems Division. He holds this position since June
2013.
The Division serves as Israel's hub of land based and naval radars
and specializes in the development and manufacturing of radars
and advanced Naval and Land solutions based on ELTA's sensors
and systems.
The Division's systems offer solutions for Surveillance,
Situational Awareness, point and area protection, air defense,
artillery and missile support and EEZ needs. The Division also
offers a wide range of Homeland Security (HLS) solutions.
Throughout his 26 years in ELTA, Mr. Lupa held a number of key positions in both, the
engineering and executive domains engaging in Naval, Land and HLS projects. Among
these, Mr. Lupa managed a number of multi-million dollar programs and headed
organizational units of all scales, up to divisional level.
As an engineer, Mr. Lupa had a key role in the development of the "Barak" anti-missile
system. In latter years Mr. Lupa, as the Director of Elta's Naval systems directorate, led the
development and market introduction of the first "fully digital" phased array systems. These
include cutting edge systems such as "MFSTAR" and "ALPHA" radars.
During recent years Mr. Lupa , led as a Deputy General Manager of the Land & Naval
Radars and Systems Division, the business development of Land and HLS solutions.
Mr. Lupa headed the development of new radars and solutions for Active protection
systems, Awareness and Surveillance suits, Artillery and CRAM support systems and Air
defense radars as well as IR alert systems. In that role Mr. Lupa is also responsible for the
introduction and deployment of new groundbreaking land, naval and HLS solutions.
Mr. Lupa is also a Director in the GAL-EL company which specializes in advanced RF
microelectronics. During his years as director he directed GAL-EL to the successful
development and manufacturing of GaAs and GAN components.
Israel Lupa, born in 1959, holds a B.Sc. in Electrical Engineering from the Technion in
Haifa and a Master in the Science of Management from the Boston Ben-Gurion
Universities.
He is married and has two sons and a daughter.

